Crop classification based on multitemporal multisensor remote sensing imagery has a great significance. As more and more Earth observation satellites are launched, it becomes easier to obtain increasingly dense multitemporal data, and the category patterns hidden in multitemporal data can be more and more finely mined and expressed. However, the traditional classification methods treat the features of different temporal periods consistently, so the classification performances are not well enough, especially for the categories with subtle phenological differences. In this paper, we propose a temporal-attention CNN-GRU (Convolutional Neural Networks and Gated Recurrent Unit Networks) approach to distinguish subtle crop differences, and the temporal attention mechanism introduced in the model can achieve the effect of enhancing phenological differences and suppressing phenological similarity. Firstly, we use the GRU networks to model the temporal correlation of the multitemporal data. And then, the temporal attention layer utilize a query module to retrieve ''what is the important information'' over the whole temporal sequence, so we can obtain the attention weights for each temporal period. In the experiments, multitemporal samples are collected from Sentinel-2A/B and Landsat-8. Due to the different spatial resolutions of multiband images, transposed convolution which can extract the raw spatial structure information is used for multiband features fusion. Experimental results on multitemporal data show that the proposed approach achieve the best performance compared with conventional methods, especially for the categories with similar phenological laws.
I. INTRODUCTION
Food security is one of the important goals of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. In order to eradicate hunger, achieve food security, improve nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture, the global food and agricultural system must make profound changes. And the development of the global agricultural system, it depends on the comprehensive understanding of the crop categories over agricultural land which is helpful to support management planning and decision making.
Some time ago, due to technical constraints, it was difficult to simultaneously improve the spatial, spectral and temporal The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dong Wang. resolution of the sensor. For instance, high revisit cycle usually means low spectral and spatial resolution, using multitemporal MODIS images to classify crops is often limited by its low spatial resolution. Because many farm sizes are small and heterogeneous, the accuracy of crop classification using single MODIS multitemporal data is not enough. In this case, for example, we generally combine the higher spatial resolution of the Landsat image with the higher temporal resolution of the MODIS or MERIS image [1] - [3] . By realizing the complementary advantages of both satellites, we can obtain image sequences with high revisit cycle and high spatial resolution.
In recent years, with the completion of Earth observation systems in various countries, we can easily obtain more and more abundant remote sensing data of Earth. For instance, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ with the launch of Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B satellites on 23 June 2015 and 7 March 2017, the two satellites with 10-day revisit cycles formed an earth observation constellation which had a 5-day revisit cycle. It can cover the earth's surface every five days, and each visit can cover all the earth's land surface, large islands and inland and coastal waters. In addition to Sentinel-2, the Landsat-8 satellite [4] , which was launched by the USGS and NASA in 2013, can achieve global coverage every 16 days. Compared with the low spatial resolution of MODIS and MERIS, Sentinel-2 achieves spatial resolution of 10 to 60 meters, while Landsat-8 achieves multiband resolution of 30 meters. Furthermore, by combining Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 together, we can obtain multitemporal RS images with a revisit cycle as short as 3-5 days [5] , which can capture changes in the Earth's surface more accurately and support land monitoring services, such as crop classification, land cover, and mapping of land change maps. So far, how to use these multitemporal multisensor remote sensing data to distinguish the fine phenological differences of crops remains a major challenge. Some studies have shown the importance of temporal analysis on time series images. With utilizing the phenological changes of vegetation in one year, the classification accuracy of different crops can be significantly improved. Long et al. [6] employ an object-oriented approach, which use random forest (RF) on the Landsat time series images to achieve better results of crop classification. Lucas et al. [7] present a classification method based on fuzzy rules, which combines knowledge of ecology and the information of multitemporal Landsat images to discriminate vegetation types. Zheng et al. [8] investigate the potential of support vector machines (SVMs) in discriminating various crop types in complex cropping system with using Landsat time-series Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) data, and achieve overall accuracies of 86% for nine major crop types in training dataset. Shelestov et al. [9] raise a method for large scale crop mapping based on various heterogeneous satellite sensors. In order to discriminate summer crops that are difficult to distinguish only by optical imagery, such as maize, soybeans, sunflower, and sugar beet in Ukraine, Skakun et al. [10] combine multitemporal SAR data with optical images, and obtain a better discrimination of crops.
Over the past few years, the most popular and efficient architecture for feature extraction is deep learning (DL), the DL architecture is powerful for solving a wide range of tasks such as image feature extraction and time series feature extraction [11] , [12] . At the same time, deep learning has also been widely used in the field of remote sensing [13] . Kussul et al. [14] introduce deep learning architecture for land cover and crop type classification with using multitemporal multisource satellite images. Compared with traditional multilayer perceptron and random forest, the model with CNNs achieves the higher classification accuracies of crops in a heterogeneous environment. In the paper [15] , authors use convolutional neural networks to discriminate paddy growth stages with multitemporal Landsat-8 images, and the method outperforms traditional classification methods such as SVM and random forest. In addition to multisensor iamges, deep learning has proved to be efficient for hyperspectral feature extraction [16] , [17] .
In this paper, we use convolutional neural networks and GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) networks to extract the spatial-spectral-temporal features of multitemporal multisensor sample in study region. Compared with the traditional classification methods, such as bayesian classification, random forest and SVM, all of which based on temporal stacked images, explicitly use the temporal correlation between images(in the form of joint probability of different types on stacked images), the deep learning architecture has the ability to mine fine temporal patterns between crop types. For crop types with small phenological differences, the algorithm model needs to pay attention to the time period of phenological differences between crops. In order to express the phenological differences of specific crop growth stages, this paper introduces the temporal attention mechanism to distinguish the small phenological differences of crops.
Attention mechanism is the brain mechanism of human signal processing. In the field of visual signal processing, by quickly scanning the global image, human obtains the target area that needs to be focused on, which is commonly referred as the focus of attention. Then pay more attention to this area to get more details about the target focused on, while restraining the information useless. Essentially, attention mechanism in deep learning is similar to information selection mechanism in human visual attention, and the core goal of attention is to select more critical information from a wide range of information for the current task. Recently, attention model is widely used in various deep learning tasks such as machine translation [18] - [22] , sentence summarization [23] , machine comprehension [24] - [26] , document classification [27] , sentence pairs [28] , relation classification [29] , image recognition [30] , [31] , image caption [32] , [33] , lip reading sentences [34] . And building a neural network with attention mechanism is even more important. On the one hand, the networks with attention mechanism can learn attention weights autonomously. On the other hand, attention mechanisms can also help us understand the world in neural networks.
Temporal attention mechanism can be described as reinforcing the phenological differences between crops and restraining their phenological similarities. In this paper, we propose to model the time series of pixel-based samples by temporal attention mechanism, so as to distinguish the fine phenological differences of crops. For the spatial-spectraltemporal inputs, firstly, we use convolutional neural networks to unify the spatial-spectral scale of Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 on pixel-based multiband images, and then temporal correlation can be described by GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) networks. Meanwhile, the attention weights multiplied with the outputs of GRU are used to increase the differences among crops phenology. Along the growth stages of crops, the attention weight is larger in the stages with larger phenological differences, and smaller in the stages with smaller phenological differences. By concatenating the weighted spatial-spectral features of each time period, we can obtain the spatial-spectral-temporal feature tensor of the whole growing stage of crops, and then add a fully connected layer and a softmax layer, and finally obtain the classification results of crops. In conclusion, using the proposed temporal attention approach, we can better discriminate the crops with fine phenological difference.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the ground truth of crop types in the study region and the preprocessing of Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 images. Section III illustrates the proposed classification approach based on temporal attention. Section IV provides the study region and the experimental results. Further discussion is given in Section V, finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. THE GROUND TRUTH OF CROP TYPES
The Cropland Data Layer (CDL) program, which is developed by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS), provides crop coverage maps of major crops with a resolution of up to 30 meters across the country. The CDL products use farmers' reports and remote sensing images to estimate the main crop areas during the growing season, such as corn, soybean, wheat, rice and cotton.
The implementation of CDL program mainly uses remote sensing multispectral images, Farm Service Agency (FSA) Common Land Unit (CLU) data for agricultural ground truth, National Land Cover Database (NLCD) for non-agricultural ground truth and other ancillary data sources, including USGS digital elevation, NLCD tree canopy and so on. By synthetically utilizing the above input data, decision tree-based crop cover classification model was trained to generate the CDL products. Due to the use of a large number of agricultural survey data in the production process of CDL products, the classification quality of CDL products is very high, and the classification accuracy of major crops is around 90%. In this paper, we choose pure single crop regions with large area, which have higher classification accuracy, as the ground truth of crop types for training the classification model.
B. PREPROCESSING
Before the process of image classification, several pre-processing steps for satellite images are implemented. For the Sentinel-2 Level-1C downloaded scenes, they can be converted to surface reflectance using Sen2cor atmospheric correction module released by ESA. Then, the decision tree algorithm of depth three is used to perform clouds and cloud shadows removal in ENVI. Similar to Sentinel-2, radiometric calibration is applied on the downloaded Landsat-8 Level1 data, and atmospheric correction is implemented using FLAASH module in ENVI, we can obtain the Landsat-8 surface reflectance products derived from Level1 scenes. Next, clouds and cloud shadows removal is achieved by using the Fmask algorithm developed and improved by Zhe et al. [35] . After that, the cloud-free scenes are mosaicked. Finally, for the surface reflectance products with missing data in cloudy regions, self-organizing Kohonen maps (SOMs) is used to segment images, and the missing data in Sentinel-2 time series images and Landsat-8 time series images are recovered separately [36] .
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

As shown in Fig 1, for the multitemporal multisensor crop samples, it can be expressed as
with the multitemporal length of n. And the multiband images set M i acquired by Sentinel-2 or Landsat-8 has images with different band spatial resolution in the sample region.
In the sample M, the multiband images set M i from sentinel-2 can be expressed as a set:
where s k expresses the band image of k with dimensions w s k × h s k from Sentinel-2, and multiband images set M s denotes the whole Sentinel-2 bands. Also, the multiband images set M l from Landsat-8 can be expressed as a set: where l k represents the band image of k with dimensions w l k × h l k from Landsat-8. In general, sensors have different numbers of multispectral bands, as shown in Table 1 , 2, Sentinel-2 has 13 bands with spatial resolution of 10m, 20m and 60m. And Landsat-8 has 11 bands with spatial resolution of 15m and 30m. In order to obtain the unified feature dimensions of multiband images set M s and M l , firstly, we unify the spatial resolution for each band in M s and M l , and then unify the spectral band dimension of multisensors.
A. MULTISENSOR SPATIAL-SPECTRAL SCALE UNIFICATION
Corresponding to the multitemporal multisensor sample
, through scale unification of space and spectrum, we can obtain the time series
where G i has the unifed feature dimensions (w, h, c), and w, h, c correspond to the width, height and channels number of SSU features.
As shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 , the scale unification for M s and M l can be divided into two steps: spatial resolution fusion of multiband iamges and spectral band unification for multisensor.
1) SPATIAL-SPECTRAL SCALE UNIFICATION FOR SENTINEL-2
In order to fuse the multiband images with different spatial resolutions, convolutions are implemented on each band image s k from set M s to obtain features s k with unified spatial dimensions:
In the formula, convolution operations Conv for different bands have different kernel parameters. And by concatenating all multiband features s k with unified space dimensions (w s , h s ), we can obtain the tensor S with dimensions (w s , h s , c s ):
where w s and h s correspond to the width and height of the unified features and c s to bands number in sentinel-2.
For multi-sensors equipped with sentinel-2 and landsat-8, these sensors have different numbers of spectral bands. In order to get the unified channels number of SSU features, we convolve the sentinel-2 tensor S with convolution kernals number c:
where Conv denotes convolution transformation, and G s indicates SSU feature derived from Sentinel-2 with dimensions (w, h, c).
2) SPATIAL-SPECTRAL SCALE UNIFICATION FOR LANDSAT-8
Similar to sentinel-2, by convolving each band image l k in M l , we perform spatial resolution fusion for multiband images to obtain the features l k with unified spatial resolution:
where, Conv represents convolution transformation which has different kernel parameters for different bands. And l k represent the features through multiresolution unification, in which the spatial dimensions of l k is (w l , h l ). Then with concatenating the scale-unified l k , we have the 3D tensor L:
Concat is concatenation for all scale-unified images, and L have the dimensions (w l , h l , c l ). In order to tackle the issue of unifying the multisensor bands between sentinel-2 and landsat-8, the tensor G l with the same tensor shape (w, h, c) as G s can be obtained through Conv:
where Conv denotes convolution transformation whose convolution kernals number is c. And w, h, c correspond to the width, height and channels of SSU features.
B. TEMPORAL ATTENTION ARCHITECTURE FOR CLASSIFICATION
The overall architecture of the Temporal Attention is shown in Fig. 4 . It consists of several parts: a SSU features embedding, a sequence encoder, a attention layer and a feed forward layer. We describe the details of different components in the following sections.
1) SSU FEATURES EMBEDDING
To model the sequence information, GRU-based encoder adopts 1-dimension embedding as input vector to extract the corresponding feature representation. Therefore, before sequence feature extraction, we first flatten the multitemporal SSU features whose shape is (w, h, c) into 1-dimension embeddings [e 1 , . . . , e n ], and the length of embedding is w × h × c.
2) GRU-BASED SEQUENCE ENCODER
The GRU [18] using a gating mechanism get the state of sequences without using separate memory cells. There are two types of gates: the update gate z t and the reset gate r t . They together update the information to the state. From time t − 1 to time t, new state can be computed as:
From the equation, there is a linear interpolation between h t−1 and the current new stateh t , andh t is updated with new information. The update gate z t controls how much past information will carry to state h t , and how much new information can be added fromh t . The update gate z t is computed by:
where x t and h t−1 are the input sequence vector and the previous hidden state, W z , U z and b z are weight matrices which are learned. Similarly,the reset gate r t is computed by:
and W r , U r , b r are weight matrices to be learned. The candidate stateh t can be computed in a way similar to traditional recurrent neural network (RNN):
In the formulation, reset gate r t decides how much the past state is added to the candidate state. When r t is zero, it is forced to forget the previous state and reset with the current input vector only.
3) TEMPORAL ATTENTION LAYER
We focus on crop type classification in this work. Every sample has n time series SSU features G i , i ∈ [1, n]. As mentioned above, the time series features [G 1 , . . . , G n ] is transformed into CNN features embeddings through flattening operation. The proposed model projects the time sequence features embeddings [e 1 , . . . , e n ] into a vector representation, on which we construct a classifier for crop mapping. Below, we will describe the temporal attention mechanism used. Using the above SSU features embeddings, we input embeddings [e 1 , . . . , e n ] into bidirectional GRU encoder [18] to get the summary information. The bidirectional GRU includes forward sequence GRU − → f and backward sequence ← − f . The forward sequence GRU − → f encodes e i from e 1 to e n , and backward sequence ← − f from e n to e 1 .
− →
By connecting the forward state − → h i and the backward state ← − h i , we can obtain the concatenation vector h i for a given SSU features embedding. And h i summarizes the information about the entire sequence of SSU features embeddings.
In SSU features embeddings sequence, not all features embeddings contribute equally to spectral context vector. Hence, by introducing the attention mechanism to extract the most important features embeddings in the temporal sequence, we gather the weighted sequence information to obtain the whole spectral context vector. Specifically:
In this formula, we first obtain a hidden representation u i of h i through one-layer MLP. Second, a query vector u query which means high level querying ''what is information'' over the sequence has be introduced [37] , [38] , the query vector u query is obtained during training and with initializing randomly.
In utilize that u query aligning, we can assess the similarity of each u i in the sequence with u query , then with the softmax function, we obtain normalized weight coefficient α i . Last, using the normalized weight α i , we can obtain the whole spectral context vector with weighted suming.
4) CROP TYPE CLASSIFICATION
The spectral context vector is the information collection of multi-temporal features. Then, we enter the context vector into the feed forward module which consists of two fully connected layers, finally, we append the softmax layer for labels prediction.
In the networks, we use negative log likelihood of the correct types as loss function:
where j is the type of sample s.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION A. STUDY AREA AND DATASET DESCRIPTION
The Central Valley between the California Coastal Mountains and the Sierra Nevada Mountains is a major producer of California's fruits, vegetables, and food. It is known as the ''American Fruit and Vegetable Basket.'' This area has a typical Mediterranean climate with dry summers, lots of sunshine and rainy winters. And the annual precipitation in the Central Valley ranges from 200 to 500 mm. The study area selected for training and application of the proposed crop classification approach is located in the northern Sacramento area in the valley. This region is comprised between 37.7658 • ∼ 38.3903 • N and −122.1460 • ∼ −120.7317 • W (UTM coordinates), with a total area of 100km × 100km. And the ground truth map of crop types derived from CDL is shown in Fig. 5 . As can be seen from the map, there are various kinds of crops in this area and the major crops have a large acreage. The pie chart of crop types is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
In order to avoid destroying the original spatial information obtained by the satellites, the pixel size of the sample is set to 60m×60m. That is, in a sample patch, the number of pixels for each band is an integer, so there is no need to spatially resample the band images for different resolutions. In the pure crop plantations with large area, a total of 39,560 samples were collected as the study dataset, including: corn, rice, alfalfa, clover, fallow, grapes, almonds, walnuts, pasture, cherries, winter wheat and safflower. And among the different crop types of dataset, the numbers of crop samples are approximately equivalent. In the Experiment, 1% of each class is retained as a training set, the remaining 99% as test set, as shown in Table 3 . Benefit from the Mediterranean climate in the study area, the weather is fine during the crop growing season, so we can obtain the dense multi-temporal images. As shown in Fig. 7 , after removing the remote sensing images with thick clouds, we can get 65 multi-temporal images. The multi-temporal data is dense during the growing season of the crop, while in the winter of rainy season, the data is relatively sparse. Therefore, with using the dense multi-temporal images of the growing season, we can locate the phenological difference time between different crops.
B. EVALUATION CRITERIA AND CLASSIFICATION METHODS
In order to evaluate the effects of different classification models, the evaluation criteria of overall accuracy, average accuracy and kappa coefficient are selected in this paper to evaluate each classifier.
1) OVERALL ACCURACY (OA)
The overall classification accuracy is the proportion of samples that are correctly classified to all samples.
2) AVERAGE ACCURACY (AA)
This indicator represents the average classification accuracy for all categories.
3) KAPPA COEFFICIENT
The Kappa coefficient is derived from the consistency test and can be used in the classification problem to measure the consistency of the ground-truth map and the classification map predicted by the classifier. In this paper, Kappa coefficients are used to evaluate the entire classification accuracy of each model.
The Overall Accuracy, which indicates the ratio of the correctly classified samples number to the number of all samples, is reasonable when the class distribution is relatively balanced. When the category distribution is imbalanced, the Average Accuracy indicator can better express the classification accuracy of the categories with few samples. Unlike the OA and AA indicators, which only relate to correctly classified samples, the Kappa coefficient takes into account various missed and misclassified samples outside the diagonal of the confusion matrix.
In order to evaluate the effect of the temporal-attentionbased CNN-GRU classification model proposed in this paper, we first compare it with traditional vector-based classification methods such as support vector machine and random forest. Then, delete the temporal attention module in the proposed model, we can obtain CNN-GRU classification model, which is used to compare with the proposed temporal attention model to illustrate the responsibility of the temporal attention mechanism.
1) RF-200
Random forest with 200 decision trees.
2) SVM-RBF
The support vector machine classifier with RBF kernel is implemented with the libsvm package, and fivefold cross-validation is taken into account to optimize hyperplane parameters.
3) TEMPORAL-ATTENTION CNN-GRU CLASSIFIER
The temporal-attention-based CNN-GRU classifier proposed in this paper uses CNN to extract the spatial-spectral features of each acquisition date, and uses GRU network to represent the temporal correlation of multi-temporal data. The combination of GRU network and temporal attention mechanism is used to enhance the phenological differences between various crops, and finally predict the crop category through the softmax layer.
4) CNN-GRU CLASSIFIER
The CNN-GRU classifier, which deletes temporal attention module of the proposed model and keeps the other parts unchanged, is used as a comparative classification method to express the effect of temporal attention mechanism in multi-temporal crop classification.
Experiments can be organized into two parts. The first part first describes the spatial-spectral-unification parameters for the two satellites on each acquisition date in the proposed method, and then describes the GRU module's input embdding tensor shape, attention tensor shape and the output layer. Finally, the parameters of comparative network which abandons the temporal attention module are described. In the second part, the effectiveness of CNN-GRU classifier that is based on temporal attention is compared with the traditional vector-based models, such as random forest, SVM, and a CNN-GRU classifier which deletes the temporal attention mechanism. 
C. HYPERPARAMETER ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED NETWORK
In experiments, we adopt a square of 60m×60m as the sample size in the study region.
1) UNIFY THE SPATIAL-SPECTRAL SCALE OF SENTINEL-2 MSI BANDS
The MSI acquires reflected radiance on 13 spectral bands in the VNIR and SWIR, and since the cirrus band image has little ground reflection information, we remove the cirrus image of band 10 from the multiband images set. And the remaining multiband images have different spatial resolutions:
• 4 bands at 10 meter: 490nm (B2), 560nm (B3), 665nm (B4), 842nm (B8)
• 6 bands at 20 meter: 705nm (B5), 740nm (B6), 783nm (B7), 865nm (B8a), 1610nm (B11), 2190nm (B12)
• 2 bands at 60 meter: 443nm (B1), 945nm (B9) As shown in Fig. 8 , due to the different spatial resolutions of 10m 20m 60m, the multiband images M s with sample size of 60m × 60m have different pixel numbers: 6 × 6 pixels for 10m bands, 3 × 3 pixels for 20m bands, 1 × 1 pixels for 60m bands.
Then, through transposed convolution, the spatial scale unification is performed on the multiband images M s to produce the output s k with unified dimensions of 6 × 6. And the different transposed convolution kernel sizes for different bands can described as follows:
• For bands at 10m, unconvolving a 1 × 1 kernel over a 6 × 6 input with unitary stride and no padding (i = 6, k = 1, s = 1 and p = 0), the output is 6 × 6.
• For bands at 20m, unconvolving a 4 × 4 kernel over a 3 × 3 input with unitary stride and no padding (i = 3, k = 4, s = 1 and p = 0), the output is 6 × 6.
• For bands at 60m, unconvolving a 6 × 6 kernel over a 1 × 1 input with unitary stride and no padding (i = 1, k = 6, s = 1 and p = 0), the output is 6 × 6. Concatenating the features s k of transposed convolving output with the same scale, and unifying the spectral bands of multisensor, we get the S with dimensions (6, 6, 12) and SSU feature G s with unified dimensions (6,6,5). 
2) UNIFY THE SPATIAL-SPECTRAL SCALE OF LANDSAT-8 OLI AND TIRS BANDS
The OLI and TIRS acquire data on 11 spectral bands, and similar to Sentinel-2, the cirrus band does not contain valid ground reflection information, therefore, in the multiband images set M l , the band of 9 is no longer utilized. And there are two spatial resolutions:
• 9 multispectral bands at 30 meter • 1 panchromatic band at 15 meter As shown in Fig.9 , there are two spatial resolutions of 15m 30m. For Landsat-8 data, it has two spatial resolutions for the sample of 60m × 60m: 4 × 4 pixels at 15m band, 2 × 2 pixels at 30m bands. With producing the same output l k with size 6 × 6, we have two transposed convolution kernel sizes for Landsat-8.
• For band at 15m, unconvolving a 3 × 3 kernel over a 4 × 4 input with unitary stride and no padding (i = 4, k = 3, s = 1 and p = 0), the output is a 6 × 6.
• For bands at 30m, unconvolving a 5 × 5 kernel over a 2 × 2 input with unitary stride and no padding (i = 2, k = 5, s = 1 and p = 0), the output is a 6 × 6.
Similar to Sentinel-2, we concatenate the features of transposed convolving output with the same scale to obtain the tensor L with dimensions (6, 6, 10) , and further to get the SSU feature G l with spatial-spectral unified dimensions (6, 6, 5) .
3) PARAMETER ANALYSIS OF TEMPORAL-ATTENTION CNN-GRU NETWORK
As described above, after unification of spatial-spectral features, we can obtain 65 multi-temporal group features which have the same shape [6, 6, 5] . Then, the spatial-spectral group features are flattened to 1-dimensional shape [180] . For the acquired 65-dates feature embeddings, we use the bidirectional GRU(Gated Recurrent Unit) networks to describe the temporal correlation of sequence features. The length of the query vector used for attention querying is set to 360, which is the same as the length of the bidirectional GRU output vector. In Equ.16, the weight matrix W has dimension [360, 360] , the dimension of bias vector is set to [360] , and through weighted suming, we can obtain the whole context vector V cont whose dimension is [360] . For the model output, the feed forward module consists of two fully connected layers with dimensions of 100 and 40, respectively. In order to evaluate the effect of temporal attention mechanism, CNN-GRU classifier is used as a comparison method for temporal-attention CNN-GRU classifier. The CNN-GRU model is obtained from temporal-attention CNN-GRU model that removes the temporal attention module, and its context vector is calculated from sequence vectors of bi-GRU outputs. Besides that, other parts of the model, such as the spatial-spectral unification layer, sequence encoding layer, feed forward layer and softmax output layer, remain unchanged.
For the proposed networks, models are trained with Adadelta algorithm, and through testing different learning rates, the learning rate 0.001 which has the highest classification accuracy is used to adjust the network weight in training. All the convolutional layers in the model are attached with a batch normalization layer, in which the weight matrices and bias vectors of all CNN layers are initialized with xavier, and the convolutional parameters and batch normalization parameters are adjusted during the network training. In the experiments, in order to ensure the convergence of the models, the training epochs of temporal-attention CNN-GRU model and CNN-GRU model are set to 1000. It is noteworthy that the proposed networks have typical recurrent modules which is challenging for training. And in order to deal with it, we use the dropout probability of 0.5 on the output of recurrent units.
Different from the deep-learning based methods, the traditional vector-based comparison methods in the experiments do not make full use of the multi-resolution spatial information of original data. Each band is resampled to a uniform 60-meter spatial resolution before acquiring multi-band spectral features.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed classifiers for crops over study area, the three accuracy measurements employed in experiments can be calculated from confusion matrices which are shown in Fig. 10 , and Table 4 shows the results of accuracy measurements. From the table, it can be seen that SVM model outperforms the random forest model for crops classification, which is mainly because SVM with RBF kernel can handle nonlinear data more efficiently. Further more, performance results from temporal-attention CNN-GRU classifier are also shown in table, it can be clearly found that this model has achieved best performance among the comparison methods. On one hand, benefit from the deep learning ability of dealing with complex pattern data, its accuracy assessment is higher than vector-based approachs: RF and SVM. On the other hand, compared with the CNN-GRU model without attention mechanism, temporal-attention CNN-GRU classifier can achieve higher precisions, especially for the types with similar phenological cycles. Overall, the different improvements result in the increase of OA of 2.4% for temporal-attention CNN-GRU over CNN-GRU, and of around 4.98%, 6.24% for SVM and RF, respectively. The increases of AA for temporal-attention CNN-GRU over CNN-GRU, SVM and RF are 2.81%, 5.27% and 5.76%, and the corresponding increases of Kappa are 0.0271, 0.0562 and 0.0706.
Through further analysis of the results, it can be found that the misclassified crop categories are mainly those with similar phenological cycles, such as corn and rice, cherries and walnut trees, and so on. The RF and SVM-RBF models do not show strong performance to distinguish similar phenological cycles. Compared with the two vector-based approachs, temporal-attention CNN-GRU and CNN-GRU networks achieve higher accuracy assessments especially on the categories with similar phenology. In particular, the attention mechanism in temporal sequence helps the proposed network to achieve the best classification accuracy on similar phenological categories, compared with RF, SVM-RBF and CNN-GRU, the misclassification rates of corn and rice are reduced by 5%, 11% and 9%, and walnuts and cherries by 13%, 11% and 2%. In the experiments, the proposed models are trained on a machine with 4 NVIDIA 1080ti GPUs and tensorflow deep learning package.
V. DISCUSSION
The multitemporal multisensor iamges provide an opportunity to observe the subtle phenological differences of crops.
For a multitemporal sample, we calculate the NDVI value from multiband images for each acquisition date, and further can draw the multitemporal NDVI profile. The samples from the same crop have roughly consistent temporal NDVI profile, and different crops have different NDVI profiles that represent the growth and evolution of crops. To show the phenological cycles of different categories, we calculate the average profile curves of different crop categories from the sample set, which are shown in Fig.11 . In the figure, there are significant differences between different crops. In this experiment, there are mainly 10 crops studied, including food crops, herb crops, trees and vine crops. Among them, deciduous and semi-evergreen trees such as almonds, walnuts and cherries have similar NDVI profiles; safflower and food crops such as corn and rice have obvious growth, development and drying stages; while grapes and herbaceous plants such as clover and alfalfa have no obvious cycle throughout the year.
In order to further analyze the phenological differences of various crops, the NDVI profiles with phenology can be drawn together for comparison. With using the attention mechanism proposed in this paper, we can focus on the difference periods of phenology in multitemporal profiles. Here, we analyze the crops with large phenological differences, such as alfalfa and grass, cherries and grass; and crops with subtle phenological differences, such as corn and rice, walnuts and cherries. Fig.12 shows the large phenological differences and corresponding temporal attention weights, (a) and (d) indicates the NDVI profiles of alfalfa and grass, cherries and grass; (b) and (e) represent temporal attention weights of different periods for contrast crops; in (c) and (f), the blue curves with dots express mean weights of samples, it can be seen that the periods with larger phenological differences usually have bigger attention weights.
Different from Fig.12 , its big weight mainly reflects the large phenological difference between DoY 130 and 300. Fig.13 shows the comparison of the similar profiles, the larger weights mainly express the subtle differences of phenology. In Fig.13 -(c), the differences of corn and rice are mainly in two periods: 50-100 and 170-200, and the corresponding periods have larger weights. A similar analysis is also visible in Fig.13-(f) .
From the above analysis, benefitting from the higher feature weights of difference periods obtained by attention module, we can obtain more feature expression of the difference periods, and the experimental results confirm this conclusion.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the temporal-attention CNN-GRU approach to perform the multitemporal multispectral crop classification. For the multitemporal data of the sample, it can be seen as sequence information. And then we use the GRU networks to model the temporal correlation of the multitemporal data. Different temporal correlations represent different phenological laws, corresponding to different crop categories. In order to deal with the subtle phenological differences between crops, we introduce the attention mechanism of the Gated Recurrent networks. The attention mechanism utilize a query module to search ''what is the important information'' over the whole temporal sequence, and the obtained attention weights can be used to enhance the phenological differences in the crop growing and suppress the phenological similarity. In the experiments, We collect remote sensing images from Sentinel-2A/B and Landsat-8 satellites, and the Central Valley of California, with a rich crop variety, was selected as the sample collection area. The obtained RS images have the different spatial resolutions for multispectral bands, in order to utilize the original spatial structure of remote sensing data, we perform multiband features fusion with using transposed convolution to acquire multibands spatial structure information. The experimental results show that the proposed temporal-attention CNN-GRU networks can achieve the best performance compared with other classifiers, especially for the categories with similar phenological laws.
In the future, for the subtle differences between categories, the temporal attention mechanism proposed in this paper can be used to obtain the location of difference period. We can further locate the finer difference periods which base on the difference period that has been located above. Based on this layer-by-layer difference locating and hierarchical fusion classification, we believe that it can effectively improve the classification accuracy of categories, especially those with small differences in phenology. In addition to the layer-bylayer refinement of categories, we can also use the reinforcement learning framework with multi-step decision-making to model the category differences from coarse to fine, so that the hierarchical refinement model of categories are constructed into an end-to-end framework.
